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ABSTRACT
A computerized system has been developed for the produc-

tion of ocean wave spectra over the North Atlantic Ocean.

The spectra results are fairly close to observed conditions. By

means of this system a 15-month series of wave spectra has

been obtained at 519 gridpoints over the North Atlantic. Each

spectrum is described in terms of the spectral energy in 12

directions for 15 different frequencies.



FOREWQRD

In eairly I96O during discussions at David Taylor Model Basin a need
was cited for a world-wide climatological hindcast of ocean wave spectra.
Previous experience from manual computations of \ra,ve spectra at a single
point for one year had shown that this project on an ocean-wide basis and
for several years would be a formidable task and probably not feasible
except by some electronic computer method. Following several more con-
ferences during the year the U. S. Naval Oceanographi c Office was assigned
the task in early February I96I of hindcasting by machine methods the
ocean wave spectra for the Worth Atlantic Ocean for various seasons of
the year. The climatological wave spectra obtained were to be recorded
by some computer processing system so that the spectra could be used in
other computer programs.

The basic purpose of this study, as initiated by the Bureau of Naval
Weapons, was to provide a wave climatology from which carrier-deck
motion spectra could be generated as a function of carrier class, speed,
and heading for different geographical locations and seasons of the year.
The carrier motion data in combination with separate studies to deter-
mine airplane response to command signals from the AN/STN-10 Landing
Control Central would then define a landing environment and the basis
for the structural design of carrier-based airplanes for fully auto-
matic landings.

This final report gives a resume of the various phases of the task,
the' problems encountered with their solutions, and a simimary of the
final results. These results represent the culmination of about four
years of determined effort by a large number of people in overcoming
the many problems of a complex research project.

ODALE D. WATERS
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy
Commander
U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office
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Symbols and abbreviations

JKV/P - Joint Numerical Weather Prediction

i,j - gridpolnts on the JKWP grid

rms - root mean square

kts - knots

m - meters

u - the component of the wind^ east-west

V - the component of the wind, north- south

Ug - the 1000-mb geostrophic wind component, east-west

Vgj, - the 1000-mb gradient wind component, north- south

-*; 700 - the 700-mt) geostrophic relative vorticity

ju T_ooO
~ ^'^^^ 1000-mb geostrophic relative vorticity

mb - millibar (pressure)

^ - the indraft angle (angle of rotation from geostrophic
direction-counterclockwise rotation is positive)

OWS - ocean weather ship

ft - feet

HWo - significant wave height in feet

V-]_n
5

- wind speed in kts at elevation of 19.5 m

S{ CO )
- the component spectral energy

da* - incremental angular frequency

C(., - a constant with value of 8.10 X 10" -^

g - the acceleration due to gravity

Co - the component angulaj: wave frequency in radians per second

exp - exponent e

P - a constant with the value of 0.7^

COq - the ratio of g to V-|_q c

^1



A (f) - the component frequency energy in (ft)

df - the incremental component wave frequency

f - the component wave frequency in cps

cps - cycles per second

Vo - the wind speed at elevation Z2

Vi - the wind speed at elevation zj

C^ - the drag coefficient

K - von Karman constant with value of O.U

In - natural logarithm

Zo - elevation at which V2 is determined

Z-, - elevation at which V-, is determined

V - wind speed at any elevation

SWOP - Stereo Wave Observation Project

A (f ^ ^

)

- the component frequency directional energy in (ft)

D - equivalent to 32.l6/27rfV-]_Q ^

^f - incremental frequency

^Q - incremental direction

Q - the direction attached to the spectral component

cos - cosine

p -,
- direction from the wind direction

E - total wave spectral energy in (ft) equal to twice the variance

A^(f, ^) - the spectral energy of the component after (with) dissipation

A?(f, d) - the spectral energy of the component before (without) dissipation

C]_, C2^Co - constants

iil



WAVE HinXIAST PROJECT-NORTH ATIAHTIC OCEAI (PROGRAM ^01)

Introduction

The idea of numerical weather prediction dates back to the year

1922 but it remained impractical until electronic data processing
computers became a reality. Even then there were staggering problems
that had to be solved before the computer results could compare favor-
ably with older, human interpretation methods and then only for the

upper levels of the atmosphere.

Ocean wave forecasting on a serious basis began back in the 1914-0 's

after certain relationships among wind speeds, wind durations, and the
lengths of the fetches had been empirically determined. During the

1950*8 prognostic wave charts giving wave heights over the oceans were

being manually produced at a few weather centers for use in ship
operations and routing.

The next forward step by the early 1960'8 was the elimination of

the subjectivity of the manual wave forecasting methods by the use

of electronic computers. Raw weather data from land and ship obser-
vations were fed Into computers and the computers produced hemispheric
charts of surface pressure and winds. With the winds as the input the

computers then produced prognostic charts of wave heights and directions

for periods up to 'B hours in advance. However, these forecasts had a

limited application because the technique described only the signifi-
cant wave height and period rather than the distribution or spectrum
of heights and periods (or frequencies) - a more difficult but also

a much more realistic means of describing the sea surface.

At about this stage in I961 the U. S. Naval Oceanographlc Office
was given the task of producing a wave-spectra climatology for the

North Atlantic Ocean. /.

The first objectives of the program consisted of two major parts:

1. To develop a machine method for obtaining the surface wind
field over the North Atlantic Ocean from grid point pressure data.

2. To develop a machine method for providing wave spectra frcan

the wind field as a function of geography and seasonal periods of the

year.

Due to the highly 'specialized nature of the objectives of this

program it was immediately recognized that outside private research

groups that had already done corresponding work in these areas would



be required. The tvo organizations immediately considered and vith
whom contracts were later negotiated were Travelers Research Center

to make studies of the specification of surface winds over the ocean

by Biachine methods and Hew York University to perform analytical work

and prepare a prograja for machine ccanputations of wave spectra from

the wind field data.

Accordingly, technical specifications for the contractual work
were prepared and these two organizations were invited to make contract

proposals. Proposals from other orgsanizations were also given consider-

ation.

While the two contracts were being negotiated several studies on

various topics related to both winds and waves were completed by the

Oceanographic Office. These reports were later sent to the two con-

tractors for their information and possible use in fulfilling their
contracts. Continuing studies and evaluations of contractxial results
were also made by the Ocesinographic Office throughout the period.
Publications reporting these investigations are listed in the

Bibliography on page 31 of this report.

Although the complete list of personnel who worked on this project
would be rather lengthy, credit for the major accomplishments should
go to the following:

Travelers Research Center

Mr. Albert Thomasell, Jr., Research Scientist
Mr. James G. Welsh, Research Associate

New York University

Dr. Willard J. Pierson, Jr., Professor of Oceanography
Dr. Leo J. Tick, Senior Research Scientist
Mr. Lionel I. Noskowitz, Graduate Assistant

Lockheed-California Company (H.Y.U. Subcontract)

Dr. Ledolph Baer, Principal Investigator



Travelers Research Center Contract

A contract was executed with Travelers in February 1^62 to make a
feasibility study for determining by machine methods a surface wind
field over the North Atlantic Ocean. The input data for the work done
on this contract consisted of the following:

1. Digitized sea-level pressure grid data on magnetic tape for
the Worth Atlantic Ocean within the time period April 1955 through
March I96O obtained from the U. S. Air Force Project ^33L.

2. Digitized surface to "JOO-mh mean temperature grid data on
magnetic tape for the same period, also from Project 433L.

3. Ocean Station Vessel surface synoptic weather data on punched
cards for the same period for ship locations B, C, D, and E.

h. Seasonal charts of air-sea temperature difference distribution
for the North Atlantic Ocean.

5. Monthly charts of mean sea-surface temperatures for the North
Atlantic Ocean.

6.- North Atlantic sirrface-weather ship reports for 15 December
through 27 December 1959.

The U. S. Air Force Project 4331- data consist of manually-read
sea-level pressure values and pressure height and teraperatiare data for
the 700-mb level on a diamond grid network at the JIWP gridpoints for
which points i and j are both odd or both even. The data were ex-
tracted from subjective synoptic weather map analyses by the U. S.

Weather Bureau. Travelers checked all the data for errors^ made
corrections^ and, by interpolation from the diamond grid, computed
values for all the standard JNWP gridpoints. The data in corrected
form are on IBM 7^90 magnetic tapes for the period April 1955 through
March I96O.

Two methods were investigated by Travelers for the development of
a wind- specification technique. The first method used the screening-
regression technique to generate wind- specification equations of which
six equations (Table l) using ^9 different variables (Table 2) were
generated and tested. Winds from these equations are regression winds
in this report. The second method, which was much more difficult to
obtain, was undertaken to try for improvement of the regression winds.
It consisted of an objective analysis of winds using the regression
winds as an initial guess and then actual ship wind observations
(assuming them to be correct) for correcting the initial guess. These
wind estimates are called objective-«.nalysis winds in this report. In
addition, geostrophic and gradient winds were computed and evaluated
for comparison with the regression winds.



taem: 1
All-ship wind-speclflcatlon equations with development-data-sample

verification statistics*
(Trarelers)

Wind-specification equation Accumulative %
explained variance Res i dua 1 error

w nd element Coefficient Variable

+1.24052 X 10^ 1
-

V =

+6.38337 X lO"'"'

+1.1*2367 X 105 ?1000

1*1*. 1*

50.0

7.4 knots

— +2.80l»90 X 10** Vg. V?3 52.7

+2.66762 X lO-l 1
-

u = .

+7.98937 X 10-1

-3. 1*6355 X lO-l
. V

62.9

7'*.7

8.5 knots

+9.30208 X 10**
^700 75.4

-3.1*5584 1 -

V =

+7.8291*3 X lO-l

+2.1*1837 X 10-1

^9 64.7

70.5

8.6 knots

+1.231*38 X 105 ^1000 72.3

+1.96295 1 -

:3. 79605 X 10-2 "9 15.2

V V-1 =
9

+3.05386 X 10-** V|r 20.6
0.4,

+3.1*9295 X 1o5 ?1000 24.7

-2.79597 X 10-5 ^gr 27.0

+1.9301*7 1
-

+6.53799 X 103 ?1000 13.9

V V-1 = -3.53881* X 10-2 Vgr

-

24.9 0.4

+2.81*763 X 10-** V2gr 29.2

-2.8ll*06 X 10-3 ^gr 51.2

a = t

+1.5^270

-1.56979 X lO^O

1

3.2 33.5°

*44l7 cases,

ta = 15.5°;

no weak winds, no measured air, sea, or temperature variables.
a„= 34. r. •. __ V .



TABLE 2

Varlftb^es \i8«d fdr the input to the screening-regression technique
(Travelers)

Variable Unit Description

9 deg Latitude

X dag Longitude

^a °F Air temperature

Ts °F Sea-surfoce temperature

Hour - Derived from hour: OOZ =0; 12Z = 1

sfn (6"V fi»nth) - Derived from month; Jan. = 1j Feb. = 2; etc.

cos (6"V month) - Derived from month: Jan. = 1j Feb. = 2; etc.

Ts °F Monthly mean sea-surface temperature

X sin (6"V month) - -

X cos (6"^ IT month) - -

e sin (6"''ir month) - -

cos (6"'jr month) - -

0\ - -

Ta - Ts °F -

(Ta - ^sf rF)2 -

'''7-10 °F Mean virtual temperature of the 700-1000-mb layer:

17.10= 1-8 [0.029197 (Z700 - Ziooo) - 255.'tl

'j's
- T7-IO °F -

(Ts - T7.10)' (•F)2 -

^12 ^1000 12-1 ft hr-1 12-hr 1000-mb height change

6122700 12-'' ft hr-l 12-hr 700-mb height change

^12 '''7-10 12-1 'F hr-1 12-hr 700-IOOO-mb mean virtual temperature change:

5l2 T7.10 = 0.5255^6 (&12 Z700 - ^12^1 000)

^1000 .sec-1 1000-mb geostrophic relative vorticity*t:

^1000 = 9^"''
'Cf Zipoo

?700 sec-1 700-mb geostrophic relative vorticity*!:

?700 = 9*-'' ^ Z700

*f = Coriol is parameter 2n sin 0.
tAII space derivatives are computed by centered f inite-di f ference approximations over 2

grid intervals.



TABLE 2 (continued)

Variab le Unit Description

STs/ay

deg It-I

deg f+-1

Components of irionthly mean sea-surface

temperature grad i eni- t

deg ft-1

deg ft-1

Components of mean virtual 7Q0-1000-mb

temperature gradient J

ft sec-1

ft sec-1

lOOO^mb geostrophic-wind components*tt:

Vg = gf-1 k X Vp Z100O

"gr

^gr

ft sec-1

ft sec-1

1000-mb gradient-wind components*tJ:

Knf-1 V|r + Vg^ - Vg =

VAZ

ft. sec-1

ft sec-1

1000-mb isal lobaric-wlnd components* fj:

V/^ = -gf-2 Vp (dZiooo/St)

Vg ft sec-1 Geostrophic wind speed t

Vgr ft sec-1 Gradient wind speed

t

Vaz ft sec-1 Isalfobaric wind speed f

I^hTsI -F ft-1 Montiijy mean sea-surface temperature gradient!

IVmoI °F ft-1 Gradient of mean virtual temperature in the

700-1 OOO-mb 1 avert

i ft^ sec-2 t

^Ir ft2 sec-2 t

VglOOO • "^p^lOOO sec-2 1000-mb advection of vorticity by geostrophic wind*tt

Vgyoo • ^p^yoo sec-2 700-mb advection of vorticity by geostrophic wind*tt

_ VglOOO • '^H^s °F sec-1 Advection of monthly mean sea-surface temperature by

1000-mb geostrophic wind*tt

Vg • "^pTy-io °F sec-1 Advection of mean 7OO- 1000-mb temperature by the mean
700-1 OOO-mb geostroptiic wind* ft

kh ft-1

ft-2

ft-

3

Curvature of the 1000-mb height contourstj:

a2z[az\2 ^ ^z /'dz\2 az sz a2z^W ^ V5x/ 5x 5v dxdy

""" [(IMDT
Kr V|r f-^ ft sec-1 Cyclostrophic term of gradient-wind pquation*tt

k. (VhTs X VpTy-io) (•F)2 ft-2 A stability parameter ft

*f = Coriol is parameter = 212 sin 0.
tAII space derivatives are computed by centered finite-difference approximations over 2

grid intervals.
tAjl vector components are referred to the earth's geographical coordinate system; x is

positive eastward and y is positive northward.



To obtain the regression winds three screening-regression runs were
raade resulting in three sets of six wind specification equations. The
first run used ship B data only and was used primarily as a test of
machine programs. The second run used data from all four weather ships
and provided the equations subsequently used for specifjdng the Worth
Atlantic wind field. The third run was made to test the usefulness of
the measured air- and sea-temperature fiinctions. From the results of
all three runs it appeared that the best wind estimate had a rms error
of about 8.5 kts. for each wind component. The wind speed was deter-
mined mainly by the geostrophic wind speed modified slightly for
curvature effects. The wind direction was given by the geostrophic-
wind direction, rotated counterclockwise 15.5°- It was found from the
third run that the measured air- sea temperature difference did not
demonstrably show itself as any aid in specifying the indraft angle.
Hence, further studies with computed variables that are merely approxi-
mations of this measured quantity were considered unnecessary.

Based on all the results of the three runs it was decided by
Travelers to use the following u- and v- wind component equations com-
puted from 4,iH7 samples for specifying the North Atlantic wind field:

(1) u = 0.266762+0.798937 Ug -0.3^6355 Vg^+ 9.30208 X 10^1 joQ

(2) V = -3.^5584+0.7829^3 V_. + 0. 241837 U„+l. 23438 X 10^-?,^^^
& g 1000

(3)«C = 15.5490°

These three equations then specify the regression winds. A test
sample wind field was computed with these equations for 17-I8 December
1959. The resiilts (Fig. l) show two large extratropical cyclones moving
northeastward across the Atlantic Ocean at approximately 20 kts. In the
five separate fields computed, the continuity of the cyclones was ex-
cellent, the wind pattern well organized, and the wind speeds reasonable.
The large grid mesh, however, causes small scale features, such as
multiple centers, to disappear and frontal shear lines have been quite
blurred for the same reason.

In view of" the rms error of 8.5 kts. for each of the components of
the regression vri.nds it was decided to test the possibility that a
better wind specification could be obtained from the direct use of ship
wind observations. Objective-analysis winds were prepared for the
period 15-27 December 1959 from North Atlantic surface-weather ship

reports which had been manually checked for errors. In a large-scale
effort a program would have to be developed whereby this could be
handled by computer. The initial-guess wind field for the objective-
analysis winds was the regression wind. The ship observations were
integrated with the regression winds by a conditional relaxation anal-
ysis method and then verified by the areal-mean-error method. The grid-
point values were determined by extrapolating from or interpolating
between locations at which observations of the winds were available.
The procedure required that the gridpoint values satisfied Poisson's
equation subject to the constraints imposed by the observations and an
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Figure 1. The regression-wind field for OOZ, 18 Dec, 1959 (Travelers)



arbitrarily defined set of boundary values consisting of the regression
winds along the grid perimeter. The ship observation locations usually
lie randoKly within the gridblocks. The difference between the observed
wind and the regression wind (initial guess) was translated to the
nearest gridpoint and used to correct the initial guess there, which
then became an internal boundary point. The Poisson's equation vras

solved by a relaxation procedure throughout which the boundary values
remained unchanged.

In general the windfield which satisfied the Poisson's equation con-
tained unreal data and required a certain amount of smoothing to elim-
inate small-scale wiggles from the analysis. The degree of smoothing
can be variable and several values of the smoothing operator were tested.
The goal of the objective-wind-analysis tests was to determine the
proper smoothing factors that resulted in minimum error. Twenty- six
separate wind fields were analyzed by the conditional relaxation
analysis method with the regression winds serving as the initial guess
and the Laplacian of the initial guess serving as a forcing function.
Each analysis vras smoothed and verified several times. The minimum
analysis error occurred in the totally unsmoothed analysis (Fig. 2) as
would be expected but the field was quite erratic. A comparison of the
regression vrind errors with the objective-analysis wind errors showed
that the direct use of wind observations does reduce the wind specifi-
cation errors but only near the location of the wind observations.
There is but slight or no improvement elsewhere.

Three objective-analysis wind fields were obtained corresponding
to the same times as the regression wind fields. The main discernible
difference between them was that the regression winds specified larger
areas of strong winds in the vicinity of the cyclone centers than did
the objective-analysis winds. Otherv/ise they were quite similar.

The simplest method for specifying wind over the ocean is to compute
the geostrophic or the gradient wind. As a third approach to see if
these might be better than either the regression or the objective-
analysis winds, geostrophic and gradient winds were computed from the
sea-level pressure gridpoint data at Ships B, C, D, and E and compared
with the ship observations. The winds were computed from centered
finite-difference approximations over two JKWP grid intervals at each
of the toux gridpoints surrounding the ships. By curvilinear inter-
polation a value vras then computed at the ships' locations. The
results of this showed that the geostrophic and gradient wind errors
vrere about 2 kts. higher in all categories than the regression winds.
Thus, they were judged inferior to the regression winds.

To evaluate the relative quality of regression winds with objective-
analysis winds one should consider not only the verification scores from
tests but also the gridpoint wind fields. Since strong winds are con-
sidered more significant for ocean wave forecasting although they
usually cover only a small area of the map, care must be taken in
interpreting the verification scores. The scores are space averages
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of all the wind errors both strong and wealc, so they reflect chiefly
the errors of the less important and more abundant weaker winds. For
a given wind field it would certainly be possible that a minimum error
score wind would not specify the strong winds as well as a larger error
score \d.nd of some other type.

For the objective-analysis winds, the strongest winds were given by
the unsmoothed analyses. The effect of smoothing, while showing improve-
ment in the error scores up to a certain point, was to attenuate the
strong winds, the greater the smoothing the greater the attenuation. The
regression wind fields specified winds at least as strong as and often
stronger than those of the unsmoothed objective analysis winds.
Travelers recommended that the regression winds, the unsmoothed objec-
tive-analysis winds, and the sraoothed-objective analysis winds all be
subjected to a wave spectra test to see which one most exactly pro-
duced the observed spectra.

New York University Contract

In April I962 a contract was executed with New York University with
a subcontract to Lockheed-California to perform research in two phases:

1. To develop and verify techniques for forecasting directional
wave spectra by means of computers and based on synoptic reports over
the Worth Atlantic Ocean.

2. To produce a wave- spectrum climatology based on 12-hourly sea-
level pressure data for the North Atlantic Ocean during a 5-year period
beginning April 1955 and ending March i960.

The data used in performing the work under this contract consisted
of the following:

1. Approximately 8OO shipborne wave-recorder records from OWS
Weather Explorer and OWS Weather Reporter provided by the National
Institute of Oceanography, Great Britain.

2. Digitized sea-level pressure and surface to 700-mb mean temper-
ature grid data on magnetic tapes for the North Atlantic Ocean from
April 1955 through March 196O obtained from the U. S. Air Force Project
^33L, error checked and corrected by Travelers Research Center.

3. Ship surface weather reports over the North Atlantic Ocean in
Card Decks II6, 117^ and British reports for the 15-month period January
tlrirough December 1959^ December 1958^ November 1956, and December 1955
on magnetic tapes obtained from the National Weather Records Center,
Asheville.

The subcontract between New York University and Lockheed-California
Company was executed in mid-1962 for the purpose of providing technical
support to the total project leading to an ocean wave-spectra climatology

U



for the Worth Atlantic Ocean. The original objectives of the subcontract
were to:

1. Compare the results obtained using the Neuman spectrum with
those using the BretSchneider and Darbyshire spectra.

2. Optimize the grid size and time- step length.

3

.

Consider the effects of sea-air temperature differences and
other stability and atmospheric turbulence criteria on the effectiveness
of the wind in generating waves.

h. Build in an automatic correction capability so that any available
wave observations will continually correct hindcasts used as initial
conditions in the forecast.

After the project had started severaJ. problems previously unfore-

seen became evident so that a modification of the objectives was
necessary. Prij)rity was then given to improving the spectriom model,

preparing a new wave growth function, and adding the effects of dis-

sipation to the program.

The point of departure for starting the subcontract was the previous
research on machine computations of wave spectra over the North Atlantic
Ocean performed by Baer^ ^ for a doctoral degree at New York University.

The data used for preparing a new growth function were the spectra com-

puted at New York University from the British shipborne wave records.

Various changes in machine programming to produce a better fit of

spectral shapes did not require additional data.

A complete spectral analysis was made for a selected h60 out of the

approximately 800 shipborne wave records and the results were published

in both tabular and graphical form. The raw spectra of all h60 records

have been placed on magnetic tape and are available for any further

research. The foizr main locations in the North Atlantic where the data

were taken are as follows:

Position A (62% 33°W)

Position I (59% 19°w)

Position J (52.5% 20°W)

Position K {^3°^, l6°W)

These are the on- station positions for the weather ships in the eastern

North Atlantic Ocean. Except for a few records, each was of 15 minutes

duration and was reduced to a time series of 600 points. This series

was analyzed by an electronic computer so that the energy spectrum was

estimated at 60 points over the frequency range from zero to 0.333

cycles per second using procedures given by Blackman and TukeyV^;,

Final corrections and smoothing were then made on these estimates to

give the corrected spectr-um in units of (ft)^. These values were tabu-

lated for each wave record and the corrected spectrum plotted as a

la



histogram or a regular graph (Fig. 3). The dates of the various wave

records ranged from April 1955 to September I96I.

Extensive use of these wave record spectra has been made for deter-

mining estimates of the power spectra for fully-developed seas at various

wind speeds and also to develop a new wave-model equation. A group of

sjTioptically chosen spectra was analyzed to determine the mean spectra

for speeds of 20, 25, 30, 35, and ^1-0 knots. Each situation used was

chosen so that both fetch and wind duration would have produced a fully-

developed sea condition according to various theories. A nested family

of -vrave spectra was obtained for these five wind speeds (Fig. 4) whereby

the frequency of the maximum energy was inversely proportional to the

wind speed. Also the significant height relationship to the v/ind speed

was found to be

{k) H,^. 0.01«2Vi5.5

From statistical tests it was further found that wind speed alone at the

location and time of the wave condition did not specify the correct sea

state. Rather the spectrum was a function of wind duration and fetch as

well as wind speed.

Using the data for the spectra of fully-developed seas at wind speeds

from 20 to '^i-O knots a new non-directional wave-spectrum model was devel-

oped. Over the most important range of frequencies that define the total

variance of a wave spectrum, the proposed spectral model produced a

better fit for the range of wind speeds from 20 to kO knots than some

previous models (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). It was noted, however, that the

proposed new spectral model was highly sensitive to wind speed, since

only slight variations of speed had large effects on the shape and

position of the spectral curve. This spectral model is a compromise

among various other proposed spectra and has similar features to many

of them.

The equation for the proposed spectral form is given by

(5) 3(6J)dW= oL.gl exp[-^(-^J J^^
where OC, = 8.10 X 10"3

|3= 0.7^

UJ„=—I—

—

V19.5

Since CL and ^ are dimensionless any consistent set of units can be

used in the equation. If wind speed is in knots, frequency in cycles

per second and component energy in (ft)2, the equation reduces to

]) A^(f)df - 0.010707 exp r-63.2L 7df

This form of the spectral model will undoubtedly need further refinements

when additional accurate data become available.
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Since the wind speed makes the major contribution in describing the
frequency spectriim of wind generated sea, considerable work has been
done on the problem of wind observations. The variation of wind with
height over the sea has been studied and wind profiles obtained based
on different drag coefficients. When these profiles are studied, it can
readily be seen that the variation of wind with height is logarithmic.
An equation for determining wind at various heights is '

'^ z,
where

K =0.4 (von Karman constant)
C^ = drag coefficient

jj^ z height at which speed v 2 is to be determined

In general the wind speed at a given height is not linear with some other
level because the drag coefficients are also functions of wind speed.
For example, the Sheppard drag coefficients are given by

(8) ca = (0.80 + o.iii^V)io2

I^/hether or not the drag coefficients change with height has not yet been
determined. If the air has neutral stability, the coefficient would
generally be constant with height and the wind profile purely logarithmic.
If the air were stable or unstable, such might not be true.

The large variability of vnnd observations from ships may be caused
by many factors, such as the presence or absence of anemometers, the
differences in the heights of the anemometers, the length of time used
to average the wind, etc. There is a need for some consistent standard
height for wind measurements or correction to a standard height as is
done for pressure measurements so that some of the wind variability may
be eliminated.

From calculations using the preceding equations together with the
proper relationship between significant wave height and wind speed, it
was possible to draw curves of significant heights versus wind speeds
for wind speeds at various elevations (Fig. 10). These curves show that
the lower the elevation the smaller the wind speed required to produce a
wave of a given height.

In comparing the various theoretical spectra that have been proposed
there have been considerable differences among them. It is quite likely
that some of these differences may be caused by lack of attention to the
variation of wind speed with height. When this factor was taken into
account the various spectral models did not differ nearly as much. A
very small change in wind speed leads to considerable changes in wave
heights computed from the spectrum, in the total energy for fully-

developed sea (3; 4)^ and in the location of the spectral peak. These *

small changes in wind may easily be present if the observed wind is at

?3L
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Figure 10, Significant wave height as a function of wind speed at various
elevations from equation 7 and the drag coefficients proposed
by Sheppard (New York University)
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some elevation other than that from which the spectr^,! model .was origi-
nally derived. Thus, the lack of wind profile considerations in using
ship wind reports may well result in some considerable errors of the
wave spectra.

Problems Encountered - Travelers

The best wind estimates obtained by the screening regression
technique contained rms errors of 8.5 knots for each wind component.
Since small errors have a rather large effect on the spectral results
it was felt that this technique could not be used for the wind field
in computing wave spectra. The errors in the regression technique were
most likely inherent because of the coarseness of the gridpoint pressiare
data and because the machine interpolation techniques tended to flatten
out the presstire gradients in the vicinity of pressure centers.

The solution to the above serious problem was to use the regression
winds as an initial estimate of the wind field and to integrate selected
ship wind observations with the regression winds to obtain an objective-
analysis wind. A machine program for integrating the selected ship wind
observations with the initial guess regression winds was formulated by
Travelers. The technique finally used by New York University was a
modification of the Travelers programming. In the N.Y.U. program the
ship wind observations to be used were selected for use in the initial
guess field in the following priority: 1. All weather ship wind obser-
vations, 2. Observations of U. S. Navy ships with anemometers, 3-
Observations of all remaining ships not located within a certain grid-
point range of the first two categories with anemometers, h. Observa-
tions of transient ships without anemometers. Before these ship wind
observations were used, the low centers on each 12-hourly synoptic .

map were located according to the nearest gridpoint and the corresponding
vyind fields at these positions were translated to the point half way
between and averaged inside a circle of appropriate radius. Before the
ship wind observations were entered in the priority order stated above
they were all corrected to the standard height of 19-5 m when the
anemometer heights could be ascez-tained. Only one ship 'wind observation,
supposedly the most correct report possible for that location, was used
to correct the initial guess wind at any given gridpoint.

During the time before the final procedure was adopted, there was
considerable variance of opinion on the validity of many ships' wind
observations as compeired to the true wind field. One viewpoint was that
the variance was at least 5 knots or greater and the other that it VTas

less than 5 knots. At present there is no simple way to determine which
viewpoint is correct. When wind observations are estimated on the basis
of sea appearance, as is done on most ships without anemometers, the
winds are usually underestimated when the sea is building up and over-

estimated when the waves are dying. down because of the lag effects on

the sea for increasing or decreasing winds. A study by the U. S. Weather
Bureau^ 5) also found that up to about 20 knots the transient ships tend
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to overestimate the vand speeds and above 20 knots, they underestimate

them (Fig. ll) . There is furthermore a lack of accuracy due to the use

of the Beaufort scale which gives quite a wide range of wind speed

values with no ira-y to determine the exact speed. A study made by the

Oceanographic Office listed many other reasons for wind inaccuracies of

ship reports '"•'.

Problems Encountered - New York University

The problem of ship wind observation variability was also studied by
New York University. After looking at all aspects of the problem the

conclusion was reached that much of the variability may be eliminated
by correcting all wind observations to a standard level of 10 m, 19-5 ^^

or some other level above the sea. Anemometers on ships have been found

at varying heights anyi/here from 10 to 25 m or more above the sea surface.

If all ship wind observations were corrected to the same level by some

appropriate method and these used to produce a wind field, then con-

sistent wave spectra could be computed. For the work done by New York

University the decision was made to correct all wind observations to the

19.5 m level since the model being used was based on observations made

at this height.

There were several problems encountered in the computer part of the

project. Tvro programs had to be worked out:

1. An automatic data processing program for eliminating gross errors

from ship observations, sorting the ships into priority categories and

eliminating all but the priority reports for each given gridpoint

location, and finally correcting the wind observations to a level of

19.5 m wherever this was required. All this had to be done before the

observations could be integrated into the initial regression-wind field

obtained from the gridpoint pressure data.

2. A machine program for interpolating surface winds at inter-

mediate time ( 6-hourly) intervals between the 12-hourly fields provided

by the gridpoint pressure data.

Both problems were solved by consultation with U. S. Weather Bureau

personnel where programs of a similar nature had already been produced.

These programs with appropriate modifications were adapted to the New

York University computer system after considerable testing.

In computing the wave spectral fields from the wind fields there

were several problems that had to be solved. One of the most serious

was the poor specification of the initieil wave conditions. Without any

prior knowledge of the shape of the spectr\jm at each of the gridpoints,

an assumption had to be made as to how much of the spectrum was due to

swell. Since the spectrum of the swell was unknown, it must of necessity

be ignored originally. The best solution found was to start the machine

computations for several days prior to the desired time for the wave
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hindcasts. In this way the poor initial conditions improved as time
duration became a part of the output and as the swell was gradually
introduced into the computations.

In addition to this problem, results obtained from the original
machine program indicated that there were the following problems needing
solution:

1. A better spectral model

2. A better growth function for 3-tLOurly intervals

3- A proper assumption for the natiire of the high-freq.uency end of
the spectrum

k. A proper dissipation function for the spectrum.

Taken together these four problems would make a formidable task for
any individual effort but by a team assault they were all finally
solved so that the end product gave acceptable though not perfect results.

After having tried several different spectral models, the new non-

directional spectrum developed at New York University was programmed and
showed very good results for the Eastern Worth Atlantic Ocean when com-

pared to the wave observations taken by shipborne recorders on weather
ships. Also later tests with weather ships wave observations in the
Western Atlantic and with wave staff observations at Argus Island gave

similarly good results.

To determine the proper growth function it was first necessary to

use an equation for the maximum spectrum that could be generated, assuming

an infinite fetch, infinite dixration, and certain directional effects

found in other studies. ^'^•' The form of the equation used was

(9) A2(f, d ) = _Ci__ expf-CgD^] 4f4«..0-*-r0.5 + 0.82 e:q)

2 TT f !? ^ -'
I.

'•

(-0.5D" )7 cos( 0.03^^9065 p-j_)
+ 0.32 exp (-0.50"^) cos (O.O69813 fi)!

for 90°— /p,|and zero otherwise and

where D = I9 . 08

2TffVI^
P]_ : direction from the wind direction

Af - incremental frequency

J^9 = incremental direction
f = frequency in cycles per second

Vig.R = wind speed in knots at 19*5 ni height

Ci and C2 = constants
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To compute the growth function, a curve fitting program was designed
for the computer so that the end product was a 3-hourly final growth
table showing wind speeds at 2-knot intervals from 10 to 60 knots versus
the E-values (Table 3). Here E is in units of (ft) and represents a
number twice the variance of the spectral density. The new growth
assumes that a partially developed spectrum has the same shape as the
fully-developed spectrum for the lower wind speed that would produce the
same significant height waves. This assunrption yields a much more reason-
able spectrum during periods of wave growth and propagation than do other
assumptions.

Another study at New York University led to the conclusion that the
high-frequency end of the wave spectriun could be simply represented
within the limits of forecast accirracy as a function of wind speed alone.
Thus, the machine program could be modified to assume full development
for all waves with periods less than 7 seconds. A further consequence
of this idea was the assimption that all waves with periods below J
seconds dissipated immediately if the wind decreased. With these assump-
tions the machine programming was considerably simplified.

In a test of the original machine program it was found that the waves
at a point did not dissipate as fast as they should because the pro-
grammed dispersion was too low. To remedy this an empirical dissipation
function was developed and tested. The form of the dissipation function
vreis

(10) a2 {f, 9) -. Af (f, 0) .[exp [C3 fV-5lj''^
^'^

where A-^if, 9 ) = spectral energy of component after (with) dissipation

A^(f, 9 ) = spectral energy of coaqponent before (without) dis-
sipation

f = center frequency of spectral component

B = center direction of spectral component
Cq = 3^5 -Oj a constant

E = ^r Aj(f, 9)d£di9 - total energy in spectrum
•' r 1 = X& - wind direction/

andK(/(Ji<75°) =0
K(75 < /?.|<105°) = 1.5
K(105°</(91/ 1135°) = 3.0
K(l35°</|l/< 165°) = h.3
K(i65°</^yii8oo) = 6

By using this empirical dissipation factor a solution was found for the
problem of shifting wind directions and decreasing wind speeds.

Thus, when the original program had been modified by using a new
spectral model, a new growth function, a new dissipation factor, and a
specification only for the long period end of the spectrum, then the
results compaxed favorably with wave observations in most of the situations.
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Results

Since the project began in I96I a total of 27 reports, papers, and
manuscripts have been written as a resxilt of the hindcast project, all
except one by project or contract personnel. These are listed by authors
in chronological order at the end of this report.

The major pxrrpose of the project - to produce by machine methods a
wave spectriun climatology over the Worth Atlantic Ocean - has in general
been realized. A series of magnetic tapes containing four times daily
wind directions and speeds and wave spectra hindcasts for each of 519
gridpoints over the North Atlantic Ocean for 15 months, including the
entire year 1959^ has been made available. A new spectral form for
fully-developed seas at wind speeds from 20 to kO knots has been
developed. This spectral form appears to be an improvement over pre-
viously proposed spectral forms. New machine programs have been devel-
oped for the production of wind fields from pressi^re gridpoint data and
ships weather reports. A better understanding of wind speed profiles
and drag coefficients has been indicated from the studies made. A new,
improved machine program for producing hindcasts or forecasts of wave
spectra at gridpoints over the Worth Atlantic Ocean has been made avail-
able. A study of the representativeness of the weather over the Worth
Atlantic for the year 1959 compared with seven other years from 1957 to
196^ indicates that the 1959 weather was generally normal except for the
month of December which was above normal but not anomalous.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1, The most serious problem in the present production of accurate
machine hindcasts or forecasts of wave spectra appears to be the inability
to produce adequate wind fields. Over la^rge expanses of the oceans there
is a complete lack of weather observations and even in the shipping lanes,
the ships may often be poorly spaced. Discontinuities of the winds, such
as along fronts, present a special problem since computer analysis
techniques tend to smooth out the discontinuities.

2. The procedures for the observation of winds and waves should be im-
proved and standardized. The winds shoiold be automatically recorded at
perhaps several different elevations on weather ships. Anemometers
should be located so that the effect of the ship on the wind is elimin-
ated. For various tj/pes of ships a standard level above the sea surface
should be used for the height of the anemometer, such as' 10 m or 19.5 m
depending on the ship size and superstructure. Shipborne wave recorders
should be installed at least on the U. S. weather ships and possibly on
some of the Wavy ships so that more adequate wave data can be obtained
in the Western Worth Atlantic. The winds should be recorded and averaged
for the same length of time as used for the wave observations, say 15 or
20 minutes. A measurement of gustiness, if any, should also be included
in the observation. The length of the wave records shoiild depend on the
wind speed. For example, when the wind speed is over 35 knots at an
elevation of 19 '5 ^} it would be advisable to take continuous recordings
of the waves.

I ^1
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TABLE 3

Final grovrth table (3-hour) for new spectra model

(Lockheed)

WIND SPEED (KNOTS)
^

E ZERO 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

0.5 1 1.5 1.7 1.9 2 5 3 3 7 4 5 5 3 6 6.5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

.5 0.5 1 1.5 1.7 1.9 2 5 3 3 7 4 5 5 3 6 6.5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

2 1 1.5 1.7 1.9 2 5 3 3 7 4 5 5 3 6 6.5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

4 1.5 1.7 1.9 2 5 3 3 7 4 5 5 3 6 6.5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

8 1.7 1.9 2 5 3 3 7 4 5 5 3 6 6.5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

12 3 3 3 5 5 7 8 8 9 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 11 11

18 3 5 4 8 10 9 9 11 11 12 13 14 18

25 4 6 9 10 10 12 13 15 16 19 21

32 6 6 8 10 13 15 17 19 21 23

40 6 6 9 11 15 17 22 26 28

50 6 6 10 14 20 24 29 31

60 6 8 13 19 24 30 34

75 8 10 18 22 29 35

95 8 10 19 25 32

no 10 16 22 30

130 10 14 21

150 10 12 18

180 12 14

210 14

240
270
300

330

360
390

420

450
500

550
600
650
700
750
800
900

*AU units are (nf

50 52 54 56 58 60 64 68 72 80
9 10 12 13 14 16 22 24 25
9 10 12 13 14 16 22 24 25
9 10 12 13 14 16 22 24 25
9 10 12 13 14 16 22 24 25
9 10 12 13 14 16 22 24 25
12 14 15 16 17 18 20 26 28 29
19 20 20 21 22 23 24 30 32 33
23 23 24 24 25 25 28 34 36 37
25 26 27 28 29 29 32 38 40 43
29 31 32 32 33 35 37 42 44 49
32 34 34 35 36 37 42 46 50 55
35 36 37 38 39 40 46 50 56 61

38 40 42 43 44 45 51 54 59 67
41 45 47 48 49 50 55 59 63 69
41 48 50 52 53 54 60 65 69 72

38 50 54 55 58 58 65 70 75 78
32 42 52 60 62 63 71 76 81 85

25 36 49 60 67 69 77 82 87 91

20 29 40 52 65 75 84 95 95 98

15 22 31 44 60 69 90 105 103 108

16 26 35 50 60 84 99 112 118

16 20 30 40 54 78 93 120 130

20 30 40 50 72 87 114 140

20 30 40 50 65 80 108 130

30 40 50 65 80 102 120

30 40 50 65 80 95 110

40 50 65 80 95 110

50 65

65

65

80

80

80

95

95

95

110

110

110

95 110

95 110

95 110

95 110





3. Evaluations of the newly developed spectral form, the various new
machine programs for integrating ship observations with an initial guess
regression wind, for handling wave growth and decay, for specifying the
wave spectrum at high frequencies, and for interpolating between 12-
hourly observations all show that the results agree with observed wave
spectra within the expected accuracy in view of the many variables in-
volved. This is not to say that further improvement is impossible
because there is still much work remaining to be done. It is believed
that the 15 months of wave spectra which have been obtained for 519
points over the North Atlantic Ocean represent a definite step forward
and the machine techniques used in obtaining these data are a break-
through in this field of endeavor.
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